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Welcome
to the
University of Rhode Island
THE FRESHMAN RECORD
1986
^m
Dear New Student:
It is a pleasure to welcome you to the University of Rhode Island. During your first two weeks here you
will have the opportunity to join one of URI's 23 fraternities and sororities. I encourage each of you to
participate in RUSH September 14-23 and decide for yourself whether to join a Greek Organization.
Fraternities and sororities have been at URI for over 75 years. These organizations offer you
opportunities to develop your leadership skills, excell academically and participate in worthwhile
philanthropic projects. In addition, numerous social events are offered during the year.
Take the time to look at the University's Greek System. Best wishes in your years ahead at URI.
Sincerely,
/^t5^^^
Dear Student;
Hello and welcome to the University of Rhode Island. Like all incoming Freshman you mustbe very exated, as well as being a bit anxious, about your first year of college You wUIhave lots of questions concerning when, where, who. why, and how. The Freshman Record isdesigned to provide the answers to many of the questions you may have and provide youWith some helpful advice.
The Record also introduces to you URI's Greek system. Fratemities and sororities offer a
unique and alternative life style stressing academics, campus involvement providingleadership opportunities, participation in many meaningful philanthropic projects and finally
an opportunity of an active social life. Come and look at Greek life and decide for yourselfif you d like to become a part.
Finally, the Record will introduce you to the other freshman in your class. Make the most of
/our college years and make every day count. Good luck In your college career.
Sincerely,
Mary Bernardo
Panhel Public Relations
Mike Millch
IFC Public Relations
URI
Over 100 Years of Excellence
The University of Rhode Island is a co-educational, stateassisted institution. It is one of the original land grant colleges and
In 1971 became one of the first four sea grant colleges in the country. It is located in the village of Kingston in South County,
20 miles south of Providence and just 5 miles from the ocean. The University's main campus encompasses 1200 acres off
R.I. Route 138. The center of the campus is a quadrangle surrounded by beautiful granite buildings that comprise the
original campus. Academic buildings, residence halls, fraternities and sororities are all within walking distance. Just below
these areas, are the gyms, the athletic fields, tennis courts and a freshwater pond. Greenhouses, dairy barns, and agricultural
experiment areas are also nearby. The University is also responsible for the maintenance of two other campuses. The Bay
Campus in Narragansett, R.I. and the W. Alton Jones Campus in West Greenwich, R.I.
The University consists of eight Colleges: Arts and Sciences, Business, Engineering, Human Services and Sciences,
Nursing, Pharmacy, Resource Development, and the University College. There are over 1000 faculty and staff members
serving students in URI's academic and business departments. Graduate programs exist in many Colleges, including the
internationally known Graduate School of Oceanography.
URI was originally established as a state agricultural school on March 23, 1888. It became a state College in 1892, and
was officially named Rhode Island State College in 1909. On March 23, 1951, the Rhode Island State College was granted
University status by the state legislature, and the University of Rhode Island has continued to grow since then. The land the
University is presently situated on was once the farm of Oliver Watson. The restored, colonial Watson farmhouse, still
standing today, is in the heart of the campus, on Alumni Avenue surrounded by Tucker Hall, the University Library and Phi
Gamma Delta Fraternity.
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Memorial Union
Get Involved!!'
URI has over 60 organizations and clubs. School isn't just academics; get involved in one of these student organizations
now! Meeting new friends and learning new things are all part of the college experience. For more information please contact
the Student Senate office, 138 Memorial Union (792-2261).
AIESEC (Economics and Business Mgt.)
Alternative Food Co-op
Amateur Radio Club (WIKMV)
American Marketing Association
Amnesty International
Armenian Club
Baha'i Club
Campus Crusade for Christ
Campus Health Ed./Alcohol Resource Serv.
Catholic Students Association
Chess Club
Chi Alpha Campus Christian Fellowship
Commuter Association
Entrepreneur's Club
Fashion Merchandising Society
Follies Bazaar
Food Sci., Tech., Nutr., and Diet. Club
Frisbee Club
Gay Task Force
Good Five-Cent Cigar
Great Swamp Gazette
Hellenic Association
Hillel (B'nai B'rith Hillel)
Inter-Fraternity Council/Panhellenic Assoc.
International Students Association
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
Italian Club
Latin American Students Association
Little Brother/Little Sister
Math Club
Memorial Union Board of Directors
Minority Coalition
Model United Nations
Mortar Board
Native American Students Association
Navigators
Older Students Association
Outing Club
Perspective
R I Public Interest Research Group
Rampages
Recreational Services Council
Renaissance
Sailing Club
Ski Club
Ski Team
Society for Creative Anachronism
Society of Women Engineers
Speak-Easy
Student Entertainment Committee
Student Senate
Student Video Center
Students for Israel
Students for Social Change
Surf Club
Tae Kwon Do
Uhuru Sa Sa
Velo Club
WRIU
Wildlife Society
Women's Collective
Women's Crisis Center
World Hunger Committee
Wrestling Club
Young Americans for Freedom
^5 Freshman Tips
Get involved college means more than books.
Pick up the Good 5c Cigar to know what's going on.
Remember that you probably irritate your roommate as
much as he/she irritates you.
Don't be discouraged with the grade on your first Calc
141 exam.
Vote in all campus elections its your loudest voice at
URI.
Keeping up on reading takes less time than catching up.
Washing machines eat quarters and socks.
The computer doesn't hate everyone just you.
The library is a great place to study and even better to
scope.
Have two umbrellas one to use and one to lose.
Your professors are human too; see them at the first
sign of trouble.
Stick out the first few floor parties? don't worry, peo
ple loosen up.
Be considerate not everyone parties all the time.
Keep your room neat on weekends parents are known
for surprise visits.
Separate underwear and jeans in the wash.
Pizza and beer are fun but fattening!
Take advantage of all free activities.
Learn to LOVE BEER!
Always tip the pizzaman; they're people too.
It's easier to keep grades up now than bring them up
later.
Never let studying interfere with fun.
Eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow you have to go
to class.
The further you live from the bathroom, the more you'll
forget your towel.
Beware of the "Freshman Fifteen" pounds that is.
Don't look for clocks in the classrooms time flies when
your having fun.
Make the best of your college years starting with this
one!
Ram Football
Under the guidance of Coach Griffen, the URI Rams football team
has the distinct honor of being the Yankee Conference winners two
years straight and will be trying for a third. So this Fall come on down
to the stadium and catch the Rams in action.
URI Sports
The Greek Alphabet
A Alpha I Iota P Rho
B Beta K Kappa L Sigma
r Gamma A Lambda T Tau
A Delia M Mu T Upsilon
E Epsilon N Nu <t> Phi
Z Zeta M Xi X Chi
H Eta 0 Omicron T Psi
e Theta n Pi Q Omega
. . . And the Terminology
ACTIVE a fully initiated member
of a fraternity or sorority.
ALUMNUS an active member of a
fraternity or sorority who leaves
the collegiate chapter.
BID an official invitation to a
rushee to pledge a fraternity or
sorority.
CHAPTER the name given to a
collegiate branch of a fraternity or
sorority.
FRATERNITY a national organiza
tion for men based on mutual in
terest, friendship and assistance.
GREEK sorority and fraternity
INDEPENDENT a person who is
not a member of a Greek organi
zation.
INITIATION ritualistic ceremony
by which pledges receive full
membership.
IFC Interfraternity Council, a re
presentative governing body of all
fraternities.
LEGACY a rushee whose parent,
brother or sister was a Greek.
PANHELLENIC ASSO.-the associ
ation governing University sorori
ties, designed to coordinate its
member groups.
PLEDGE a student who has ac
cepted the bid of a fraternity or
sorority and who enters into a pe
riod of training to learn the histo
ry, traditions, and goals of the
group.
PREFERENCE CARDS-a card a
sorority rushee signs at the close
of formal rush indicating her order
of preference for the sororities
from which she will accept bids.
QUOTA the number of pledges a
sorority may have.
RUSH the time when an indepen
dent becomes acquainted with the
Greek system on campus and its
members.
RUSHEE a student who is
tered for formal rush and
tending rush functions.
rcgis-
RUSH COUNSELOR-Panhellenic
delegates from the individual
chapters on campus who are
trained to aid rushees. During
rush, they will give advice, an
swer questions, and help you
make your own decision about so
rority membership.
SORORITY a group of girls band
ed together for educational and
social purposes. It is a living ex
perience because it is girls living
and working together.
Panhellenic Council
Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Xi Delta
Chi Omega
Delta Zeta
Sigma Delta Tau
Sigma Kappa
The Panhellenic Council,
made up of representatives
from each of the seven
sororities is the major governing
body of the sororities. Meetings
are held twice a month to in
sure cohesiveness among the
chapters and handle problems
which may arise for the houses.
The Panhel holds a formal rush
during the fall semester when
the houses are recruiting new
members.
Interfraternity Council
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Chi Phi
Lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Kappa Psi
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Phi Sigma Kappa
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Chi
Sigma Nu
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Pi
Tau Epsilon Phi
Theta Chi
Theta Delta Chi
Zeta Beta Tau
The Interfraternity Council also has representatives from each of the sixteen
fraternities. Each of the fraternities
are nationally affiliated and governed by the Council. The IFC provides many services
for its member fraternities,
setting rush policies and promoting unity between houses.
Brotherhood and Sisterhood
Greek life possesses a unique distinction setting it apart from
other campus organizations. Along with being held together
by the common interests of their members, fraternities and
sororities are composed of individuals with different
temperments, talents and convictions who are joined togeth
er in the bonds of fellowship. The basic principles underlying
the Greek system are brotherhood and sisterhood, which are
difficult concepts to define so experience it for yourself. Go
Greek; you won't regret it!
Greek Week
Every Spring the Greeks come together for seven days of
friendly and sometimes fierce competition. This event is
known as Greek Week. The fraternities and sororities arc
divided into teams. These teams, as well as each of the
houses individually, attempt to accumulate points by placing
in the events of the week. These range from tricycle races,
to a Volkswagon push, to the intense competition of the tug-
of-war. The fraternity, sorority, and combined fraternity-so
rority team with the most points at the end of Greek Week
are presented trophies for being the winners of Greek Week
that year.
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URI Fraternities and Sororities
Fraternities
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Chi Phi
Lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Kappa Psi
Phi Sigma Kappa
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Chi
Sigma Nu
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Pi
Tau Epsilon Phi
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Theta Chi
Theta Delta Chi
Zeta Beta Tau
Sororities
Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Xi Delta
Chi Omega
Delta Zeta
Sigma Delta Tau
Sigma Kappa
"AEPi" 6 Fraternity Circle 789-9674
61 Upper College Road 783-7847
"Lambda Chi" 11 North Road 783-7897
"Fiji" 117 Alumni Ave. 783-7871
"Phi Psi" 4 Fraternity Circle 789-9630 '
"Phi Sig" 22 Upper College Rd. 789-9825
"SAE" 67 Upper College Rd. 783-7971 (
73 Upper College Rd. 783-7803
79 Upper College Rd. 789-9885
"Sig Ep" 17 Fraternity Circle 789-9517
2 Fraternity Circle 783-1012
"Tep" 22 Campus Ave. 789-9809
"Teke" 29 Lower College Rd. 783-7815
14 Upper College Rd. 789-9635
"Theta Delt" 22 Alumni Ave 789-9635
"ZBT" 8 Fraternity Circle 789-9645
"A Chi O" 1411 Kingston Rd. 783-7908
"A D Pi" 5 Fraternity Circle 789-8560
"Alpha Xi" 12 Fraternity Circle 789-9605
"Chi O" 10 Fraternity Circle 789-9625
"DZ" 18 Fraternity Circle 783-7875
"SDT" 14 Fraternity Circle 783-7879
"Sigma"
V
16 Fraternity Circle 783-7883
l.il M tti
1 Theta Delta Chi
2 Lambda Chi Alpha
3 Alpha Chi Omega
t Httrr bT
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Spring Weekend
Every year Greek Week is followed by URI's Spring
Weekend. It is three full days of great food, live entertain
ment, and exciting rock performers, such as George
Thurogood and the Destroyers, who performed at URI last
year. Spring Weekend was also marked by the sensational
Spring Carnival complete with clowns, live music, games and
great rides. It was the perfect way to get Spring Fpucr'
PPSi
SCOTT ABBOTT
Baseball. Skiing
Albany. NV
Business
DEANNE ACSELROD
Math. Skiing
Trumbull. CT
Liberal Arts
PAUL ADAMCHEK
Animals. Art
Norweli. MA
Computer Science
SAMANTHA ADAMS
Skiing, Travel
Arlington. VA
Psychology
RANDY ADIS
People. Skiing
Livingston, NJ
Business
MEGHAN ADLER
Art. Photography
Brookline, MA
Liberal Arts
IRENE AIRES
Cheerleading. Student Gov't.
Danbury. CT
Business
HELEN ALEXIOU
People. Skiing
Tenafly. NJ
Liberal Arts
RONALD ALGIERl
GoK, Soccer
Westerly. RI
PreMed
CHARLES ALLEN Wickford. Rl
Engineering
JENNIFER ALLEN
Running. Swimming
Springfield, MA
Science
SEAN ALLEN
Surfing, Swimming
Wilmette, IL
Business
DAVID ALLENSON
Animals, Swimming
Cumberland. RI
Engineering
IVAN ALVAREZ
Basketball. Student Gov't,
Central Falls. Rl
Engineering
STEPHEN AMBROSE
Debating. Rugbv
Rocky Hill. NJ
Engineering
JENNIFER ANCONA
Art. Horses
Hope, Rl
Business
ERIK ANDERSEN
Animals, Baseball
Warwick. Rl
Business
LAURA ANDERSON
Animals, Art
Short Hills. NJ
Fine Arts
WILLIAM ANDERSON
Baseball, Computers
Warwick, Rl
Engineering
VANESSA ANDREW
Football
Mountainside, NJ
Mathematics
JEFFREY ANDREWS
Fishing. Politics
Westerly. RI
Psychology
REYNELL ANDREWS
Animals, Hockey
Goshen, NV
Science
CHARLES APGAR
Basketball. Track
Chatham. NJ
Business
WILLIAM ARENDT
Basketball. Music
N. Scituate. RI
Music Ed,
JOS^ ARIZA
Gymnastics. Math
Pawtucket. Rl
Engineering
SCOTT ARRUDA
GoK, Soccer
Portsmouth. RI
Political Science
MARY ASHMAN
Basketball. Computers
Portsmouth. Rl
Engineering
DONALD ASHTON
Baseball. Basketball
Portsmouth. RI
Business
KIMBERLY ASHURST
People, Skiing
Maplewood, NJ
Liberal Arts
AMY ASSAIL
Music, Skiing
Rockville Centre. NY
Int. Design
SARAH ATKINSON
Cheerleading, Dancing
Cohasset. MA
Nursing
ELKEN AUSTIN
Baseball. Basketball
Newington, CT
Business
MADONNA AVENI
Choir. Drama
Brockton, MA
Marine Biology
FRANK AYLWARD
Film. Guitar
Hingham. MA
Psychology
BETH BABEY
People, Skiing
Somerset, NJ
Business
ELISA BACHER
Cheerleading, Music
Fairfield. CT
Business
GARY BAKER
Bicycling, Fishing
Needham. MA
Engineering
BILLY BAKKER
Baseball, Basketball
Ardsley, NV
Business
SUSAN BALL
Drama, Skiing
Cranston. RI
Education
CHRISTINE BAMMANN
Music, People
Cheshire. CT
Psychology
CHRISTOPHER BARBOZA
Animals, Fishing
Tiverton, RI
Engineering
CHRISTINE BARBUTO
Music. People
Peabody. MA
Humanities
PAUL BARIL
Guitar, Hockey
Shrewsbury, MA
Business
JULIE BARRA
Animals. Softball
Cranston. RI
Liberal Arts
ELIZABETH BARRETT
Skiing. Tennis
Greenfield. MA
Liberal Arts
ANGELINA BARROS
Dancing, Gymnastics
Providence. RI
Computer Science
JULIE BARTLETT
Cheerleading, Photography
Marblehead, MA
Marketing-Fashion
MEGAN BARTON
Animals. Computers
New Providence. NJ
Business
SAM BARWICK
Football. Guttar
Cooperstown, NY
Psychology
ROBERT BATISTA
Basketball, Camping
E. Greenwich, Rl
Business
LAURA BAUMAN
Animals, Music
Hadley. MA
Science
JAMES BEACH
Basketball, Fishing
Brick, NJ
Business
JENNIFER BECK
Gymnastics. Hockey
Southampton. NV
Education
KATHLEEN BEGLEY
Basketball, Softball
Sparta, NJ
Business
JENNIFER BELL
Ballet, Skiing
Colchester, CT
Nutr. Science
ANDREW BENFORD
Basketball, Guitar
Barrington, Rl
Journalism
DEIDRE BENNETT
Dancing, Music
Ridgefield, CT
Business
KRISTA BENNETT
Music, People
N. Kingstown. Rl
Music
KATHI BENOIT
Hockey, Music
Hope Valley, Rl
Joumalism
VIKKI BERARDV
Music, People
Bristol. CT
Pre-Med
DAWN-MARIE BERRY
Hiking, Tennis
Norwich, CT
Science
STEPHANIE BERTHIAUME
Drama, Goll
W, Boylston, MA
Liberal Arts
JOHN BIAGIONI
Photography. Skiing
E, Greenwich. Rl
Engineering
MAUREEN BIBER
Music. Running
Barrington, Rl
Comm. Dis,
VICTOR BIERMAN
Football, Scuba Diving
N, Kingstown, Rl
Business
AMY SINKS
People. Science
Huntington, CT
Med. Tech,
BETH BIRKE
Animals, Travel
Woodbury, CT
Business
MICHAEL BISHOP
Baseball, Soccer
Pawtucket, R]
Phys, Ed,
BILL BLACKWELL
Baseball, Golf
Lawrence, MA
Economics
GEORGE BLESSING
Animals, Baseball
Wakelield, Rl
CHRISTOPHER BLOHM
Basketball, Soccer
Trumbull, CT
Liberal Arts
KELLY BLOOD
Horses. Travel
Westfield, NJ
Liberal Arts
AARON BOESCH
Bowling. Hunting
E, Greenwich, Rl
JEFFREY BOGDAN
Fishing, Football
Riverhead, NY
PreMed
GAIL BOHAN
Animals. Astrology
Newington. CT
Marine Biology
KAREN BOLSTER
Skiing. Student Gov't
Lenox, MA
Business
WENDY BOLTON
Horses, People
Sudbury. MA
Psychology
CHRISTOPHER BOND
Golf, Science
Newington. CT
Science
HEATHER BOWMAN Poughkeepsie, NV
CHRISTOPHER BRADY
Basketball, Skiing
Little Compton. Rl
Nat, Resources
WILLIAM BRAGG
Music, Reading
Warwick, Rl
Engineering
WILLIAM BRUGGER
Baseball, Basketball
Warwick, Rl
Education
JACQUELINE BRENTON
Music, Photography
Southport, CT
TODD BRESCIA
Football, Hiking
W. Hartford, CT
Business
JACLYN BRESSLER Clark. NJ
Scuba Diving, Volleyball Science
JEFFREY BRITT Cranston, RI
Reading, Skiing Finance
KEITH BROCHU Carolina, RI
Baseball, Running Journalism
PAUL BROTHERTON Oxford. CT
Bicycling. Skiing Computer Science
ALAN BROWN Warwick. RI
Music, People Liberal Arts
JILL BROWN Henrietta. NV
Skiing, Softball Computer Science
KRISTEN BROWN Stratford. CT
Basketball. Skiing Business
COLLEEN BROWNE Rockville. MD
Drama. Travel Accounting
BETH BRUNER Coventry. RI
Horses, Softball Business
GARY BRYSON N, Kingstown, RI
Baseball. Fishmg Computer Science
SUSAN BUEHLER Monroe, CT
Cheerleading, Drama Communications
MARCY BURBANK Lynnfield. MA
Photography. Water Skiing Liberal Arts
JULIO BURGO Pawtucket, RI
Baseball, Debating Engineering
ELAYNE BURKE Bristol, RI
Poetry, Skiing Journalism
NANCY BURKE Rocky River, OH
Animals, Camping Zoology
KRISTINE BURKHARDT E, Lyme, CT
Jazz. Music Computer Science
DONNA BURLEW Wanamassa, NJ
Bowling, Languages Business
JAMES BUSH Cumberland. Rl
Football, Racquetball Business
SUSAN BUTENA Stamford, CT
Drama. Swimmmg Engineering
DAVID BUTZIGER Warwick. RI
Computers. Fishing Engineering
DAN BYRNE Norwood. NJ
Baseball, Basketball Business
LORI CADUTO Warwick. Rl
Music, Volleyball Business
MICHAEL CAHILL E. Greenwich, CT
Chess, Travel History
KIMBERLY CAIN N. Kingstown, Rl
Debating, Politics Computer Science
SEAN CAIN Scotia, NY
Baseball. Basketball Agriculture
KEVIN CALCl W, Warwick, Rl
Fishing. Photography Science
KIMBERLY CALLAHAN Plymouth. MA
Hockey, Skiing
SHAWN CANDELET Attleboro. MA
Camping. Travel EngineeringB.QIi
BlBl
MARGARET CANTARELLA
Animals. Cheerleading
LISA CANTLIE
Drama, Tennis
DEANA CAPALDI
Animals. Art
JAMES CAPOBIANCO
Golf, Skiing
LAURA CAPUANO
Hiking, Scuba Diving
STEPHEN CAREY
Fishing, Surfing
KEITH CARGILL
Football, Skiing
CARRIE CARIGLIO
Music. Reading
JOHN CARLEY
Baseball. Basketball
CATHERINE CARNEY
Music, Soccer
MICHAEL CAROLLA
Basketball. Music
CHARI CARPENTER
Soccer, Volleyball
WILLIAM CARPENTER
Running, Skiing
JEFF CARR
Baseball. Football
STEVEN CARROLL
Baseball, Hockey
MARY CARTY
Dancing, Skiing
STACEY CARUSO
Music, Photography
RUBINA CARVER
Guilar, Hunting
TONY CASARELLA
Dancing, Music
BRADFORD CASE
Golf, Skiing
JAY CASELLO
Football, Lacrosse
NOREEN CASEY
Debating, Softball
CARRIE CATANDELLA
Camping. Dancing
SUZANNE CATERSON
Cheerleading, Tennis
AMY CHAIKLIN
Poetry, Tennis
KIMBERLY CHAMPAGNE
Horses, Yearbook
Westfield, NJ
Science
Narragansett, R]
Science
Cumberland, R]
Engineering
Providence. Rl
Sociology
Pedham. MA
Burlington. VT
Psychology
Stockholm. NJ
Business
Plantsville, CT
Business
Port Chester. NV
Computer Science
Narragansett. Rl
Liberal Arts
Maplewood. NJ
Psychology
Andover, MA
Liberal Arts
Valhalla, NY
Accounting
Mahwah, NJ
Newington, CT
Psychology
Danbury. CT
SHERI CHARELLO N, Providence, Rl
Cheerleading. Drama Science
SUSAN CHARRON Coventry. Rl
Music, Student Gov't Nursing
KRISTIN CHASE Bridgewater, MA
Cheerleading, Skiing Fash- Merch,
AMY CHASNOFF Cranford, NJ
Bicycling, Languages Liberal Arts
MICHELE CHASSE Winslow, ME
Animals. Running Home Economics
STACEY CHAULK Needham, MA
Dancing, Golf Business
ANDREW CHEVALIER N, Kingstown, Rl
Football. Hockey Liberal Arts
MARK CHIAPPETTA Trumbull, CT
Skiing, Wrestling Engineering
JENNIFER CHICKERING Bernardsville, NJ
Art. Surfing Fine Arts
DONNA CHILD Granby, CT
Bicycling. Horses Sports Fitness
LISA CHOI New York, NV
Art, Surfing Liberal Arts
THOMAS CHRAPOWICKI Pittstown, NJ
Music, Poetry Pre-Med
LAURA CHRISTO Monroe, CT
Cheerleading, Dancing Liberal Arts
ANNE CHURCHILL Berlin, CT
Music, Piano Mathematics
HILARY CICOGNA Camden, ME
Photography. Skiing
SUSAN CIRELLO Providence, RI
Exercise
CYNTHIA CLARK Warwick, Rl
Cheerleading, Dancing Education
KIMBERLY CLARK E. Lyme, CT
Skiing. Travel Zoology
MELISSA CLARK N. Haven, CT
People, Student Gov't, Psychology
ROBERT CLARKE Rumford, Rl
Drama, Horses Psychology
PETER CLEARY Needham, MA
Golf, Skiing History
CHIP CLIFFORD Barrington, RI
Guitar, Student Gov't, Liberal Arts
DION COCOROS Wilton. CT
Baseball, Film Journalism
MICHAEL COLAPIETRO Johnston. Rl
Basketball. Hunting Engineering
PETER COLBY Providence, Rl
Fishing, Golf Liberal Arts
KRISTINE COLLETTI Manchester, CT
Cheerleading. Dancing Computer Science
GINA COLUCCI Mahopac, NV
Cheerleading, Gymnastics PreMed
JO-ANNE CONNELLY Jamestown, Rl
Skiing. Tennis
W^m
TRICIA CONWAY Bedford. MA
Music, Student Gov't. Psychology
STEVEN COOK Centerport. NV
Baseball. Football Business
WILLIAM COOK Cumberland. RI
Basketball. Golf Liberal Arts
ANTHONY CORDEIRO Bristol, RI
Camping, Music Engineering
MICHAEL CORDEIRO Pawtucket. Rl
Fishing, Hockey Business
ROBERT CORDEIRO Cranston, RI
Basketball. Volleyball Business
JILL CORDOVA Denver, CO
People. Soccer
JENNIFER COREY N. Kingstown, RI
Hiking. Travel Sociology
RICHARD CORREIA Pawtucket, RI
Computers, Tennis Engineering
CHRISTINE CORRY Pompton Plains. NJ
Football. People Business
JAMES CORRY N, Providence. Rl
Camping. Football Engineering
PETER CORWIN Providence, RI
Languages. Politics Political Science
DARCIE COURNAVER E, Greenwich. Rl
Photography, Tennis Business
ROBERT CRAVIN Warwick. Rl
Baseball, Basketball Engineering
COLIN CREE Orangeburg, NV
Football, Hockey Business
BRIAN CROFT Woodbury. NJ
Golf. Skiing Economics
JULIE CROSS W. Greenwich, RI
Photography. Vearbook Journalism
JOHN CROWE Cumberland. Rl
Baseball, Basketball Journalism
PATTI CROWELL Jamestown. Rl
Bicycling, Running Psychology
DEIRDRE CROWLEY Westerly. RI
Animals. Music Engineering
ROBERT CROWTHER Woonsocket, RI
An, Yearbook Engineering
FREDERICK CROY Newport. Rl
Bicycling, Hiking Engineering
MARIBETH CRUTCHLEY Stamford. CT
Dancing. Travel Psychology
SHANNON CUDMORE Swampscott, MA
Music. Skiing Business
CAROLE CULVER Brookfield Center, CT
Languages. Music Liberal Arts
MICHAEL CUNHA Warwick. RI
Animals, Science Pre-Med
MICHELLE CUNNIFF HoUiston, MA
Debating, Politics Business Law
CYNTHIA CURLEY Wayland, MA
Skiing, Soccer Dental Hygiene
JON CYR Cranston. RI
Bicycling, Computers Engineering
MICHAEL D'ABROSCA W. Warwick. RI
Baseball, Football Engineering
STEVEN D'ABROSCA W, Warwick, Rl
Baseball, Football Engineering
TIM DALEY Cheshire. CT
Basketball, Hunting Engineering
JAMES D'AMBRA W. Warwick. RI
Fishing, Hockey Engineering
LORI DAMIANI Cranston, Rl
Art, Dancing Fine Arts
SCOTT DANELLA Cranslon. Rl
Reading, Travel
DONNA DANIELS Crown Point. IN
Photography. Travel Science
RACHEL DARROW Boonton, NJ
Lacrosse. People Liberal Arts
SHAUN DAVIS Gales Ferry, CT
Fishing, Football Aqua, & Fish Tech
MATTHEW DAWSON Riverside. Rl
Basketball, Music Journalism
KEVIN DE ANGELIS Cranston. RI
Guilar. Racquetball Business
ANDREA DE CRISTOFARO Wellesley, MA
Ballet, Hockey Business
KATHERINE DE GROOT Centerport, NV
People. Volleyball Text, Mktg,
BRIAN DELANEY Meriden. CT
Bicycling, Music Business
MICHAEL DE LEO Northford, CT
Racquetball Engineering
VALERIE DE LIEDE KERKE Belgium
Dancing. Skiing Marine Biology
MICHELLE DE MARCO Syosset, NY
Business
JOSEPH DE MORANVILLE Providence. Rl
Running, Soccer Pre-Law
LEANNE DENELLE Enfield. CT
People, Reading Psychology
JEAN DENNIS Ardsley, NV
Track, Business Business
LISA DENNIS Middletown. RI
Ballet, Cheerleading Business
LISA DENTON Portsmouth. Rl
Animals. Swimming Education
GARY D ENTREMONT Foxboro, MA
Basketball, Hockey Economics
ANDREA DE PRETE W, Warwick. RI
Animals, Softball Science
BRUCE DESCOTEAUX Manville. Rl
Bicycling, Languages Italian
ROBERT DESMARAIS Bristol. CT
Bicycling, Bowling Engineering
RONALD DE THOMAS N, Providence, RI
Basketball. Bicycling Business
MIKE DEVINS
Basketball, Skiing
VANITA DE WILDE
Dancing. Jazz
DAVID DICIOCCIO
Running, Skiing
DAVID DICLXEY
Football. Skiing
SUSAN Dl DONATO
Cheerleading. Dancing
KIMBERLEY Dl GIACOBBE
Skiing, Student Gov't
DONNA DI GIACOMO
Basketball, Music
ELLEN-MARIE DI GIOIA
Running, Skiing
CHRISTINE Dl GRAVIO
People, Photography
RICHARD Dl MARIA
Fishing. Football
THOMAS DINAN
Bowling. Computers
Bogota, NJ
Amesbury, MA
Dental Hygiene
Wethersfield. CT
Business
JANICE DI PLACIDO
Animals, Art
BARBRA DODD
Tennis, Vearbook
TRINA DOMINICI
Camping, Dancing
CHRISTINE DONATONE
Cheerleading, Music
PETER DONNELLY
People. Skiing
JEFFREY DOROW
Racquetball, Soccer
GINA D'ORSI
Art. Music
MARTIN DOWNS
Camping, Running
EILEEN DOYLE
Dancing, Debating
MICHELLE DRERUP
Art, Volleyball
SUZANNE DUFFY
Cheerleading. Dancing
CHRISTINE DUMONT
Dancing. Music
JAY DUNCAN
Football. Skiing
RICHARD DURAND
Music. People
DAVID DURANLEAU
Baseball. Basketball
E. Brunswick, NJ
Engineering
York, ME
Engineering
Longmeadow, MA
Economics
Center Sandwich, NH
Political Science
N, Providence, RI
Business
Hastings-on-Hudson, NV
N, Kingstown. Rl
Engineering
Harrington Park, NJ
Middletown, NJ
Engineering
New Providence, NJ
Liberal Arts
Albany, NV
Engineering
Woonsocket, Rl
Engineering
E, Providence, RI
Engineering
JOHN DUROCHER Gladwyne. PA
Skiing, Swimming Business
ANDREW EASTON W. Lebanon, NH
Basketball, Golf Liberal Arts
KEVIN EBNER Harwinton. CT
Animals. Art Engineering
KARIN ECKERT Glastonbury, CT
Basketball, Track Liberal Arts
KRISTIN ECKERT Glastonbury, CT
Animals. Basketball Business
AMY EDELSON Oakhurst. NJ
Cheerleading, Skung Fash, Merch.
ELLEN EDGE Winslow, ME
Skiing, Tennis Engineering
LISA EDWARDS Narragansett, Rl
Gymnastics, Softball Psychology
KELLY EGAN Hope Valley, RI
Dancing, Soccer Engineering
THOMAS EGAN Glendale. Rl
Skiing. Swimmmg Computer Science
KEITH ELLIOTT Ridgefield, CT
Languages. Skung Economics
KEVIN ERENSEN Greenwich. CT
Scuba Diving. Skiing Engineering
WALTER ERMANSKI S. Windsor. CT
Baseball, Fishing Engineering
EZRA ERNST Hamden. CT
Camping, Music Liberal Arts
MAX ESSERY Portsmouth. Rl
Football, Lacrosse Engineering
DURLAND EVANS N. Smithfield, Rl
Basketball, Fishing Engineering
MELANIE FADOIR Avon, CT
Dancing. Film Liberal Arts
NICOLE FAGAN N. Kingstown. Rl
Guitar. People Business
LISA FAGNANT Woonsocket, Rl
Bicycling. Debating Engineering
LISA FARRELL Lincoln, RI
Cheerleading, Gymnastics Psychology
JOSEPH FAYAN Barrington, Rl
Computers, Soccer Engineering
MARY FEDAK Shelton, CT
Basketball, Softball Computer Science
ANDREW FEICK Hilltown, PA
People, Skiing Liberal Arts
KERI FELTS Los Alamos. NM
Dancing. Horses Business
KAREN FENNESSY New Bedford. MA
Scuba Diving, Swimming Pre-Med
CONSTANCE FENNIMORE Somerville, NJ
Dancing. Music Business
PATRICIA FEOLE Cranston, Rl
Art. Skiing Engineering
ALAN FERRANTZ Cranston. RI
Baseball. Student Gov't,
PAMELA FIERLIT
Photography, Softball
N, Haven. CT
Fine Arts
GREG FILARDI
Art. Travel
Newtown, CT
Science
BRETT FINNEGAN
Football. People
Branford, CT
Business
SUSAN FISHMAN
Drama, Music
Easton, CT
Psychology
KAREN FLACHBART
Skiing, Soccer
Marblehead. MA
Education
BRYAN FLEMING
Animals, Fishing
Manchester, NH
Fisheries Rsh
KAREN FLOOD
People, Softball
Pawtucket, Rl
Pre-Med
GERARD nVETTE
Baseball. Fishing
Woonsocket, RI
Computer Science
PEGGY FOLEY
Drama, Reading
Beverly. MA
Libera! Arts
HEIDI FORBES
Guitar, Skiing
Milton. MA
Liberal Arts
JANINE FORTIER
Drama, Photography
Pawlucket, RI
Business
DONNA FORTIN
People, Piano
Woonsocket. Rl
Science
BRIAN FRACASSA
Basketball, Football
Warwick. Rl
Pre-Law
FRANK FRANCIS
Football, Guitar
Bristol, Rl
Engineering
LISA FRANCIS
Basketball, Bicycling
Warwick, RI
Science
CIDALIA FRANCISCO
Math, People
Danbury, CT
Pre-Med
MARY FRANCO
Art, Track
Greenwich, CT
Business
AMY FRANKEN
Art, Water Skiing
N Haven, CT
Nursing
LESLEY FREEDMAN
People, Photography
Summit, NJ
Psychology
LISA FREEMAN
Art
Middletown, NJ
Fine Arts
SCOTT FREIDUS
Skiing, Wrestling
Bolton, MA
Business
STEPHEN FROBERG
Soccer, Student Gov't
Jamestown, Rl
Engineering
CATHERINE FROTTEN
Music, Track
Tewksbury, MA
Med, Tech
ROBERT FRUEHWALD
Computers. Skiing
Wayne. NJ
Computer Science
CATHERINE FRUM
Photography, Soccer
Arlington. VA
THOMAS FUCHS
EMT. Fire Dept.
Weston, CT
Psychology
PAMELA GAI
People. Photography
Newington. CT
Liberal Arts
MICHAEL GALLAGHER
Art, Basketball
Warwick, RI
Liberal Arts
TRACY GALLAGI Stamford, CT
Art, Tennis Mathematics
JAMES GAMACHE N, Smithfield. Rl
Math. Reading Engineering
BEATRICE GARCIA Berkeley Hts,, NJ
Art, People Fash- Merch,
PETER GARDNER Providence, RI
Lacrosse. Skiing Business
LORI GASPERINO Montvale. NJ
Poetry, Reading Fash, Merch,
GAIL GATELY Avon, CT
Music, People
SARAH GECKLE Newtown. CT
Cheerleading, Dancing Education
PETER GELMAN Livingston, NJ
Baseball, Basketball Liberal Arts
DEANNA GERMANO Medford. NJ
Reading. Track Liberal Arts
WILLIAM GERUNDO Wethersfield, CT
Film, Music Liberal Arts
CRISTINA GIAMBALVO Ridgewood, NJ
Skiing, Softball Science
LINDA GILBERTIE Westport, CT
Gymnastics, Ballet Business
JULIE GILLIS Warwick, Rl
Photography. Tennis Business
JOHN GILMAN Westerly, Rl
Football. Golf Engineering
MATTHEW GILSON Cumberland, Rl
Golf. Music Business
THOMAS GODBOUT Westerly, Rl
Basketball. Soccer Business
RUSSELL GODIN Cranston, Rl
Skiing, Tennis Business
DANIEL GOETZE Mamaroneck. NV
Basketball. Camping Business
WILLIAM GOLDEN Stamford, CT
Basketball. Fishing Business
DAVID GOLDMAN Warwick, Rl
Computers, Music Fine Arts
MICHAEL GOLLIN S. Orange. NJ
Basketball, Lacrosse Psychology
JASON GOMEZ Providence, Rl
Animals. Fishing Business
MATTHEW GOMEZ Little Compton. Rl
Skiing. Soccer Engineering
EDWARD GONG Pawtucket. Rl
Swimming. Archery Engineering
KATHY GOOCH Newport. RI
Dancing, Drama Speech Ther
ROBERT GOONAN Norwood. MA
Baseball, Basketball
MARK GOVOSTES Winchester, MA
Basketball, Football Business
KIMBERLY GRANDCHAMP Newport. RI
Dancing. Music Liberal Arts
rllllfl
ERIK GRANSKOG
Baseball, Skiing
Redding, CT
RICHARD GRAVELIN
Basketball. Golf
Cumberland, Rl
Engineering
KAREN GRAY
Golf, Reading
Wakefield. RI
Pre-Med
REYNA GREEN
People. Racquetball
Yorktown Hts-, NV
Psychology
RUSSELL GREEN
Football, Hockey
Peabody, MA
Science
MICHELE GREGORCHIK
People, Running
Newburyport. MA
Business
RHONDA GRENIER
Cheerleading, Dancing
North Smithfield, Rl
Liberal Arts
DAVID GUARNIERI
Baseball. Travel
Metuchen. NJ
Zoology
MARC GUERIN
Baseball, Skiing
Cumberland, Rl
Engineering
JANICE GUIDO Upper Saddle River, NJ
Nursing
ERIC GULDALIAN
Fishing, Lacrosse
Lawrenceville, NJ
Business
EDWARD GULL
Baseball. Basketball
Emerson, NJ
Business
JEFFREY GULL
Baseball. Basketball
Holden, MA
Business
JEFF GURRY
Guitar, Music
S, Windsor, CT
Liberal Arts
ROD GUSMAN
Baseball, Skiing
Edison, NJ
Business
CLARKE HALL
Camping, Hiking
Lincoln, RI
Sociology
ROY HALL
Camping, Hiking
Lincoln, Rl
Engineering
MISSIE HAMMOND
Animals, Skiing
Natick, MA
BRIAN HANLEY
Baseball, Basketball
Cranston, RI
Engineering
KERRY HANLON
Skiing, Student Gov't
Monmouth Beach, NJ
French
MARIE HANLON
Animals, Horses
Framingham, MA
Natural Resources
DONALD HARDING
Baseball, Water Skiing
Glastonbury, CT
Engineering
WAYNE HARPER
Football, Golf
Natick, MA
Business
LAURA HARRIS
People. Travel
Stony Brook, NY
Education
ERIC HARTMAN
Fishmg, Jazz
Cheshire, CT
Business
RONALD HARTMAN
Lacrosse, Skiing
Clnnaminson. NJ
Engineering
RONALD HARWOOD
Basketball, Surling
Beverly, MA
Engineering
PETER HATALA
Scuba Diving, Tennis
Lebanon. NJ
Science
STEVEN HAWES
People, Rugby
Hamden, CT
Business
SHARON HAWKINS
Animals, Cheerleading
Central Falls, RI
Pre-Vet
EDWARD HAYES
Football, Running
Lincoln, RI
Business
LORI HAYES
Art. Travel
S. Meriden, CT
Education
REBECCA HAZELL
People, Photography
Marblehead, MA
Education
CHERYL HEGRE
Soccer, Wrestling
Kingston, Rl
Zoology
MARGARET HENNEDY
Drama, People
E, Greenwich, Rl
Nursing
MARTHA HENNEN
Basketball. Reading
N. Providence, Rl
MITCH HERMAN
Softball. Tennis
Huntington, NV
Business
DEAN HERSH
Football, Hockey
E, Brunswick, NJ
STEPHANIE HERSON Mt Vernon. OH
LEIANNE HESSELTINE
Skiing. Soccer
Meriden, CT
Science
MICHELLE HEWITT
Animals. Cheerleading
Torrington. CT
Science
JENNIFER HIGGINS Westfield. NJ
SCOTT HIGGINS
Football. Track
Madison, CT
Political Science
TODD HIGGINS
Basketball, Golf
Pawcatuck, CT
Political Science
CHARLES HILL
Baseball. Skiing
Trenton, NJ
Business
NIKKI HINDS
Animals. Football
Newport, RI
Wildlife Biology
SAMANTHA HINES
Drama. Music
Newport. RI
Liberal Arts
LESLIE HOCH
Skiing. Travel
Titusville, NJ
Business
KAREN HOCK
Art. Camping
Londonderry. NH
Liberal Arts
KENNY HOFFMAN
Baseball, Surfing
Cherry Hill, NJ
Business
MARK HOFFMAN
Basketball, Soccer
Annandale. NJ
Business
AMBROS HOFFMANN
Music, Skung
Orange, CT
Business
SEAN HOGAN
Basketball, Skiing
Madison, CT
Business
JAMES HOLLORAN
Basketball, Reading
Haverhill, MA
Business
JULIA HOLMBERG
Drama, Music
Gales Ferry. CT
Education
DEBRA HOROWITZ
Music, People
Hazlet, NJ
Business
isnPB
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HOLLY HOWE
Cheerleading, Travel
PAMELA HOWELL
Animals, Drama
JEFFREY HYLAND
Drama, Skiing
SHERRY lANNUCCI
Cheerleading, Scuba Diving
DANIEL JACOBS
Football, Frisbee
KIM JAKOBSONS
Swimming, Tennis
KIMBERLY JANIS
Baseball. Track
GLADYS JARAMILLO
Drama, Photography
GARY JASON
Baseball, Football
DEBRA JENKINS
Art, Film
KAREN JOHANNESSEN
Skiing. Softball
CHRIS JOHANSEN
Scuba Divmg. Skiing
BETH JOHNSON
STACEY JOHNSON
People, Student Gov't.
BRETT JONES
Computers. Running
STEPHEN JONES
RICHARD JUDKINS
Football. Skiing
WENDY KAKALIK
Publications, Soccer
JENNIFER KALL
Cheerleading. Dancing
BRENDAN KANE
Debating, Drama
KELLY KAVANAGH
Student Gov't , Aerobics
JENNIFER KAYE
Cheerleading, People
BOB KELLEY
People, Tennis
CHRIS KENDRICK
Guitar. Hockey
DALE KENNEDY
Basketball
Warwick. RI
Cranston, RI
Park Ridge. NJ
Engineering
Woonsocket, RI
Computer Science
Central Falls, Rl
Psychology
Edison, NJ
Bohemia. NY
Marine Biology
Middletown. RI
Business
Portsmouth, RI
Engineering
Lincoln, Rl
Hauppauge, NV
Business
Warwick. Rl
Liberal Arts
Madison. CT
N. Kingstoi . RI
Chatham, MA
Engineering
N- Providence. RI
Engineering
SEAN KENNY
Baseball, Wrestling
MICHAEL KENYON
Computers. Swimming
KATHLEEN KEOGH
Bicycling, Music
Fairview, NJ
Psychology
Hope Valley, RI
Agriculture
Cumberland, Rl
Education
JENNIFER KESTENBAUM
Gymnastics. Skiing
Marblehead, MA
Political Science
ANDREW KEYEK
Bicycling. Politics
JENNIFER KEZER
Animals, Music
Haddon Township, NJ
Marine Biology
Stonington, CT
THONG KHANG
Politics. Soccer
Providence, Rl
Political Science
TIMOTHY KIERNAN
Running. Skiing
Winslow, ME
Engineering
JENNIFER KIMMEL
Horses, Water Skiing
Montclair, NJ
Science
KECIA KINDER
Camping, Dancing
S, Windsor, CT
Dental Hygiene
DIANE KING
Hockey. Skiing
Cape Elizabeth. ME
Business
LISA KINGSBURY
Bicycling, Travel
Pawtucket. Rl
Nursing
ROBERT KINNIE
Baseball. Basketball
Trumbull, CT
Business
PETER KITE
Swimming, Water Polo
Providence, Rl
Uberal Arts
ROY KLINGER
Bicycling, People
Warwick, RI
Business
BRIAN KNOPF
Baseball. Golf
Brielle. NJ
Business
WENDY KNUST
Art. Drama
Warwick. Rl
Fine Arts
LEAH KOENIGSBERG
People. Skiing
Trumbull, CT
Liberal Arts
GUY KOHLES
Football. Skung
Bogota. NJ
Political Science
STAVROULA KONDILIS
Fishing, Hiking
Cranston, CT
Business
ADAM KOPACSI
Music, Soccer
Stirling. NJ
Engineering
SARAH KOVACS
Football, Music
Peace Dale, Rl
Engineering
ANNA KRAJEWSKI
Dancing. People
Plainville. CT
Nursing
KATHRYN KRASSNER
Drama, People
Roslyn Hts., NY
Psychology
RACHEL KUBAS
Cheerleading, Dancing
Ellington. CT
Business
FIGEN KUCUKKAYA
Horses, Photography
Cumberland, Rl
PreMed
LYDIA KURCHIN
People, Swimming
Hastings-on-Hudson, NY
Liberal Arts
JOHN KUSNAROWIS
Baseball. Football
Woonsocket. Rl
"^i. ^m^K '
KRISTEN LA CHANCE
Bicycling, Swimming
AMY LACHMANN
Racquetball, Travel
LISA LAGASSE
Animals, Skiing
THOMAS LALIBERTE
Debating, Science
ARIELA LAMB
Dancing, Reading
FAITH LAMBERTI
Skiing, Travel
JOAN LAMONTAGNE
Bicycling, Debating
ANI LAMOUREUX
Art. Music
CYNTHIA LAMOUREUX
Horses, Skiing
RICHARD LAMY
Baseball, Basketball
SANDRA LANDINO
. Ho:
MATTHEW LANUM
Baseball, Skiing
BOB LA PLANTE
Piano, Running
MICHAEL LAPOINTE
People, Swimming
JAMES LASKA
Fishing. Skiing
LYNNE LASTARZA
Cheerleading, Dancing
MARC LAVOIE
Basketball, Football
KEVIN LEACH
Bicycling. Volleyball
ELIZABETH LEAVENE
Poetry. Yearbook
JACKIE LECH
Drama. Poetry
DIANE LEFT
Dancing. Horses
LEO LEFEBURE
Photography. Skiing
MICHAEL LE GRANDE
Fishing, Football
SHIVAUN LEONARD
Photography, Running
SANDRA LIEBL
Dancing. People
DONNA LINDSTROM
Skiing, Sailing
Cumberland, Rl
Engineering
Avon, CT
Business
Middletown. RI
Business
Woonsocket. RI
Lincoln, Rl
Psychology
Granite Springs. NY
Business
Central Falls. Rl
Business
Honolulu, HI
Psychology
Attleboro. MA
Engineering
Cumberland, Rl
Business
Branford, CT
Engineering
Tiverton, Rl
Engineering
N, Dighton, MA
Engineering
N, Kingstown, Rl
Barrington, Rl
Nursing
Cumberland, Rl
Nashua, NH
Science
Guilford, CT
Fairfield. CT
Business
AMY LINNELL
Languages. Skiing
Brewster, MA
Spanish
KRISTA LINNERUD
Skung. Soccer
Chelmsford, MA
Liberal Arts
JOE LI PUMA
Football. Skiing
Guilford, CT
Liberal Arts
LYNN LOFTUS
Music, People
Ossining, NY
Education
CHRIS LOGAN
Ballet, Cheerleading
N Kingstown. RI
Nursing
MARSHA LOKCYNSKI
Animals, Volleyball
Foster, RI
Business
CAROLYN LONERGAN
Hockey, Skung
Branford, CT
Nursing
LORI ANNE LO PRESTI Old Tappan, NJ
JENNIFER LORD
Football, People
Boxford. MA
Education
KURT LOVELL
Computers, Horses
N- Smithfield. Rl
Science
MARK LUCAS
Golf, Racquetball
Pawtucket, Rl
Science
DAVID LUCCI
Fishing. Music
Portsmouth, Rl
Engineering
MARY JO LUDWIG
People. Student Gov't.
Maple Shade. NJ
EDWARD LUECKE
Art, Scuba Diving
Northport, NY
Business
MICHALE ANN LUECKE
Camping, People
Madison, CT
Psychology
GREGORY LUIZ
Baseball. Football
Assonet, MA
Engineering
KRISTA LUMI
Art, Skung
Qen Head, NY
Liberal Arts
ALAN LUSSIER
Football. Golf
Cranston, RI
Engineering
JOSEPH LYNCH
Skung, Soccer
E- Greenwich, RI
Business
PATRICK LYONS
Debating, Fishing
W- Warwick, Rl
Liberal Arts
JOHN MACAROCO
Basketball, Football
New Bedford, MA
Education
ERIN MAC DONALD
People, Volleyball
Hamden, CT
Psychology
DEANNA MAC NEIL
Photography, Soccer
Dorchester. MA
Science
GARY MAGNUSON
Skiing, Soccer
Ellington, CT
Agriculture
GREGORY MAGUIRE
People, Skiing
Middletown. Rl
Business
MAUREEN MAGUIRE
Film. People
W Greenwich. RI
Journalism
RACHEL MAHER
Music, Photography
Middlelown, Rl
Journalism
NIMUL MAK
Music. Soccer
Providence. Rl
Engineering
^ 8&
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SHAUN MALAY
Baseball. Hockey
Easton, CT
Engineering
TIM MALONE
Golf, Hockey
N, Tarrytown, NY
KIMBERLY MANCHESTER
Crafts. Languages
Warwick. RI
DEBBIE MANDIA
Cheerleading, Skiing
N- Providence, RI
Mathematics
LESLIE MARGOLIN
Drama. Music
S- Windsor, CT
Psychology
LISA MARIETTI
Music, People
Chepachet. RI
KAREN MARSELLA
Drama, Hiking
Chelmsford, MA
Liberal Arts
MICHAEL MARSELLA
Photography, Skiing
Warwick. RI
Engineering
ELIZABETH MARTIN
Hiking, Track
Attleboro, MA
Nursing
MICHAEL MASCI
People, Water Skung
E, Haddam, CT
Engineering
ADAM MASUR
Music, Photography
Bernardsville, NJ
Engineering
TAMARA MATEJEK
Skiing, Swimming
Ansonia, CT
Liberal Arts
MARY MATHER
Skung. Soccer
Hopewell Jet., NV
Psychology
TAMI MATURO
Music. People
Hamden. CT
Liberal Arts
DARLENE MAZZEO
People. Travel
Grafton, MA
Psychology
TARA MC ARTHUR
Skiing. Soltball
Bridgewater, MA
Business
JEFFREY MC CABE
Tennis, Travel
Chepachet, RI
MICHAEL MC CARTHY
Football, Math
N Attleboro, MA
Mathematics
PETE MC CONNELL
Football, Skung
New Canaan. CT
Liberal Arts
STEPHANIE MC CURDY
Film. Tennis
Wakefield, RI
Psychology
PATRICIA MC GEE
Ballet. Travel
Shelton. CT
Psychology
KATHLEEN MC GEEHIN
Skiing, Volleyball
Boonton Twp-, NJ
Liberal Arts
BETH MC GINNISS
Basketball, People
Philadelphia, PA
Science
MARK MC GIVNEY
Guitar, Horses
Providence. Rl
Business
JONATHAN MC GLOIN
Skiing. Surfing
Uxbridge. MA
Engineering
JOSEPH MC GOLDRICK
Golf, Hockey
Needham, MA
Business
JENNIFER MC GOVERN
People. Water Skiing
Milton, MA
Business
JOHN MC GOVERN
Drama, Football
Warwick. Rl
Science
COLIN MCGRATH
Golf, Music
Darien, CT
Economics
MARK MC HUGH
Basketball. Politics
Providence, Rl
Political Science
LORI MC KELLAR
Swimming, Tennis
Wickford, Rl
Educaiion
PATRICIA MC KENNA
Drama, Swimming
Newport, RI
Education
DEBORAH MC MANN
People. Travel
N, Kingstown, RI
Business
TRACEY MC MANN
Ballet, Skung
Duxbury. MA
Liberal Arts
MARIA MEDEIROS
Bowling, Cheerleading
Providence. RI
DIANNE MEGRDICHIAN
Gymnastics, People
E- Greenwich, Rl
Business
ILIA NELANSON
People. Photography
E. Greenwich, RI
Communications
MARK MELILLO
Skiing. Swimming
Narragansett, RI
Business
SCOTT MELO
People. Soccer
Cumberland, Rl
Business
JAMES MELTON
Guitar, Skiing
Warwick, Rl
Engineering
LEXIE MENDELSON
Skiing. Travel
Hastings. NV
Fine Arts
ANDREA-JANE MENDES
Choir. Dancing
Fairfax, VA
PreMed
MARION MENZIES
Tennis, Volleyball
Warwick, RI
Nursing
DESPINA METAKOS
Skiing. Swimming
Westerly. RI
Engineering
CONNIE METCALFE
Skiing. Student Gov't,
Cranston, Rl
Design
KATI MIALE
Dancing. Writing
Providence. RI
Fash. Merch,
JOHN MICHELETTl
Student Gov't,. Travel
Johnston. RI
Business
TOM MIECH
Basketball, Science
Riverside. RI
Engineering
GERALDINE MIELE
Skiing. Soccer
White Plains, NY
Business
STEVEN MILES
Tennis, Volleyball
Tiverton. RI
Zoology
CHRISTIAN MILLER
Music. Skiing
Edison. NJ
Engineering
CORISSA MILLER
Animals. Drama
Loves Park. IL
Science
SCOTT MILLIN
Golf, People
Tewksbury. MA
Consumer Affairs
CHRISTOPHER MITCHELL
Basketball, Golf
Framingham. MA
Biology
MICHAEL MOLINOFF
Photography. Skung
Larchmont, NY
Business
DAVID MOLLO
Art, Basketball
Providence, RI
Journalism
LORI-ANN MOLLOY
Art. Reading
TROY MONTAGUE
Languages, Music
CYNTHIA MONTGOMERY
Cheerleading, Gymnastics
BRIAN MORAN
Dancing. Skiing
MICHAEL MORAN
ANDY MORENBERG
Hockey, Skiing
WILLIAM MORENO
Music. Soccer
DEBBY MORGAN
People, Tennis
ELLEN MORIN
Softball. Swimming
KELLY MORIN
Music, Running
JIM MORISSEAU
Baseball, Football
CHRISTINE MORRELL
People, Skiing
TRACY MORRISON
Bicycling. Track
CHARLES MORVILLO
Skiing. Travel
JAMES MULLEN
Baseball. Football
JAMES MURDOCCO
Music, Skiing
KATHERINE MURPHY
Westhampton. MA
KERRY MURPHY
Skung, Soccer
SHEILA MURPHY
Music. Travel
STEVEN MURRAY
People, Skung
TAMARA MURRAY
Cheerleading. Jazi
SCOTT MYER
13olf. Soccer
JENNIFER NAPPI
Photography. Softball
HENRY NARDONE
Football, Track
DAVID NATHANSON
Golf, Water Skiing
LYNNEA NEHRING
People, Running
PETER NEJES
Golf, Tennis
Litchfield, CT
Sociology
Woonsocket, RI
Phys, Ed,
Old Field, NV
Political Science
Ridgefield, CT
Engineering
N, Haven, CT
Warwick, Rl
Liberal Arts
Cumberland, RI
Business
Milford, PA
Liberal Arts
Madison, CT
Nursing
Exeter, Rl
Nursing
Franklin Lakes, NJ
Business
TODD NELSON
Skung, Water Skiing
New Ipswich, NH
Engineering
JENNIFER NEMIROW
Cheerleading. Drama
Providence. RI
Journalism
MELISSA NESBITT
Cheerleading, Poetry
Virginia Beach, VA
Comm, Disorders
JIM NEWCOMB
Skiing, Surfing
Mendham, NJ
Business
HENRY NEWTON
Camping, Computers
Warwick, Rl
Engineering
KATHERINE NICHOLS
Computers, Math
Woonsocket, RI
Engineering
RICHARD NICHOLSON
Basketball. Student Gov't
Warwick, Rl
Business
ALISON NICOLOSI
Drama, Soccer
Portsmouth, RI
Psychology
CHERYL-ANN NORATO
Cheerleading. Gymnastics
N. Providence. RI
Education
STEPHANIE NYZIO
Art. Running
Block Island, Rl
Fine Arts
KARYN O'BRIEN
People, Skiing
Bristol. Rl
Humanities
LAURA O'BRIEN
Art, Tennis
Stratford, CT
Humanities
SEAN O'CONNELL
Swimming, Water Skiing
Albany, NY
Marine Science
THOMAS O'CONNELL
Football, Hiking
Coventry, RI
Business
TRACEY O'CONNOR
Animals, Computers
Plympton. MA
Liberal Arts
BRIAN OCTEAU
Music, Tennis
Chepachet. RI
Engineering
SANDRA OLIYNYK
Horses, Skiing
Sharon, MA
Liberal Arts
NANCY O'NEILL
Astrology, Scuba Diving
Canton, MA
Psychology
STEPHEN O'NEILL
Skiing. Track
Manchester. CT
Engineering
LORI ORABONA
People, Reading
Johnston. Rl
Psychology
ROBERT OSBORNE
Music, Skiing
Monroe, CT
Engineering
BENJAMIN OSHMAN
Bicycling, Skiing
Hillsdale. NJ
English
BRITT OSTROWSKI
Skung, Tennis
Newport, RI
Education
JILL OUELLETTE
Scuba Diving, Surfing
Alton Bay, NH
Marketing
PAUL OWENS
Football. Skiing
Lynnfield. MA
Engineering
COLE PALEN
Skiing. Soccer
Lincoln Park, NJ
Liberal Arts
MIKE PALIOTTA
Hiking. Hunting
Glocester, RI
Science
ANN PALMER
Dancing, People
Tiverton. RI
Education
STEPHEN PALMER
Golf, People
CHERYL PALUMBO
Music. Softball
JAMES PAOLINI
Basketball, Football
TARA PAPACLINIS
Travel, Cheerleading
JULIE PARKER
Cheerleading, Skiing
JENNIFER PARMAN
Camping, People
DEIRDRE PARRISH
Math. Volleyball
JON PARRISH
Baseball. Music
DONALD PARRY
Baskftball, Football
DANIELLE PARTENOPE
Cheerleading, Skung
STEPHANIE PAUL
Skiing, Student Gov't,
RICHARD PEARCE
Golf, Guitar
JULIE PEARLMAN
People, Skiing
ALISON PEAVY
Animals. Camping
ANDREA PACORARO
Horses. Skung
ROGER PELISSIER
Hockey. Tennis
MARLO PELUSO
Softball. Video Games
JAMES PENNOYER
Football, Video Prod
DEAN PERRI
Golf, Soccer
RAYMONDE PERRY
Cheerleading. Dancing
ANTHONY PESCIONE
Art. Photography
JAMES PETERS
Bicycling. Hockey
CHERYL PETERSON
Bicycling. Choir
DEBBY PETERSON
Computers. Music
KAREN PETERSON
Art, Running
N, Providence, RI
Liberal Arts
Johnston, RI
Business
Richmond. RI
Psychology
Babylon, NY
Quincy, MA
Fair Lawn, NJ
Business
Woonsocket, RI
Liberal Arts
N, Kingstown, RI
Computer Science
Sandy Hook, CT
Psychology
Riverside, Rl
Business
Narragansett, RI
Psychology
Woonsocket. Rl
Computer Science
E, Providence, Rl
Business
Johnston. RI
Hope Valley, Rl
Liberal Arts
Westerly, RI
Engineering
Marlboro, NJ
Economics
Cranston. Rl
Fine Arts
Flanders, NJ
Liberal Arts
Tiverton. RI
Computer Science
Old Saybrook, CT
Nutr. & Dietetics
ALISON PHELPS Ridgefield, CT
Camping, Travel Journalism
BARBARA PHELPS Warwick. RI
Music. Science Science
STEPHANIE PHILLIPS Woonsocket. RI
Skiing, Soflball Science
SEAN PHILPOTT Chicopee, MA
Publications, Writing Science
MARY ANN PICARD Cumberland, Rl
Photography, Publications Science
RONALD PICCIOLI HoUiston, MA
Football. Skiing Economics
CYNTHIA PISANO Warren. RI
Basketball, Dancing Fine Arts
ABBY PITMAN Livingston, NJ
Tennis, Water Skiing Business
MICHAEL PIZZUTI Cranston, RI
Basketball. Golf Business
DAVID PLOUFFE Charlestown, Rl
Computers. Reading Civil Eng,
PAUL PLOURD Harwinton, CT
Music, People Science
WENDY PLUMHOFF Stow. MA
Cheerleading, Lacrosse Psychology
JENNIFER POIRIER N, Kingstown, Rl
Camping, People Business
NANCY POMPEO Cohasset, MA
Horses, Soccer Education
JOANNE PONTBRIAND Lincoln, RI
Music, Skiing Political Science
ELIZABETH POOR Boxford. MA
Skiing. Soccer Education
TIMOTHY PORTERFIELD Simsbury. CT
Baseball, Guitar Engineering
BARBARA PRATICO Greenwich. CT
Drama, Skiing Pre-Med
JAMES PRETTITORE Fair Lawn. NJ
Football, Golf Engineering
PETER PREVITY Pawcatuck, CT
Football, Golf Biology
DENISE PRICHARD Schenectady, NY
Art. Soccer Liberal Arts
RON PRIZIO Trumbull, CT
Football, Skiing Engineering
CHRISTINE PRIZITO Westerly. RI
Choir, People Education
DAWN PROTZMAN N, Kingstown, RI
Animals, Art Science
LAURIE PRUITT Cheshire. CT
Softball, Volleyball Business
DAVID PURNELL Kingston, Rl
PATRICIA PYNE Hopkinton. MA
Animals, Softball Nursing
ANNE QUINLAN Baltimore. MD
Art, Gymnastics Psychology
WENDY QUINLEY
Softball, Swimming
N. Smithfield. Rl
Education
NANCY QUINN
Art, Volleyball
Warwick. RI
THERESE QUINN
Dancing, Music
Pawtucket, RI
Business
MARY RAICHE
Music. People
W, Warwick. RI
Education
DAVID RAIMONDO
Baseball, Basketball
Roselle. NJ
Engineering
LAURA RAPACH
Drama, Horses
Providence, RI
Business
KIM RAPHALIAN
Animals, Horses
New Providence. NJ
Psychology
KEVIN RATCLIFFE
Fishing. Hockey
Tiverton. RI
Computer Science
DOUGLAS RAY
Camping, Racquetball
E. Patchogue, NV
Engineering
THOMAS REALE
Music, Running
Paris Ridge. NJ
Fine Arts
STEVEN REGO
Photography. Publications
Cranston, RI
Science
RICHARD RELICH
Skiing. Soccer
Needham, MA
Pre-Law
SUZANNE RELLA
Racquetball, Travel
Maplewood, NJ
Business
NICK REUTER
Baseball, Hockey
Monroe. CT
Business
KELLY REYNOLDS
Computers, Horses
W. Haven, CT
Science
STEFANIE RHOADES
Skiing. Softball
Stow. MA
Psychology
RHONDA RICCI
Soccer, Softball
Cranston, RI
Business
TODD RICH
Baseball. Basketball
Spring Valley, NV
Business
JENNIFER RICHARDS
Music, People
Cranford, NJ
Business
MICHELLE RICHARDSON
People, Photography
Wellsboro. PA
Psychology
MARK RICHMOND
Basketball, Dancing
Shannock, Rl
Engineering
KERRY RIDER
Art. Crafts
Woodcliff Lake. NJ
Liberal Arts
GARY RIFKIN
Basketball, Football
Cranston. RI
Business
BILL RINCKHOFF Demarest, NJ
GINA RITAROSSI
Cheerleading, People
W Greenwich, NJ
Business
HERMIONE RITCHIE
People, Photography
Narberth. PA
Business
GREGORY ROBERTS
Music. Wrestling
Port Jervis. NV
Economics
MARK ROBERTS
Animals, Bicycling
N, Kingstown. Rl
Aquaculture
MICHAEL ROCCHIO E, Providence, Rl
Camping. Skiing Business
JODI RODRIGUES Middletown, RI
Music. Skiing Engineering
KEVIN ROLFE WaterviUe, ME
Golf, Music Engineering
TODD ROMAGNA Oxford. CT
Football. Racquetball Business
DARLENE ROONEY Warwick. Rl
Music. Photography
JEFFREY ROSE Toms River. NJ
Skiing, Swimming Business
JILL ROSENBERG New Fairfield, CT
Skiing, Swimming Business
ALIX ROSENTHAL Chappaqua. NV
Lacrosse. Photography Business
CHRISTIAN ROSS Warwick, Rl
Hockey, Surfing Pre-Law
MARIA ROSSI E, Weymouth, MA
Animals, Horses Med, Tech.
WILLIAM ROSSI Smithfield. RI
Languages, Math Mathematics
SHERI ROSSICONE Wallingford, CT
Hockey, Tennis Liberal Arts
RUSSELL RUFFINO Cranberry Lake. NJ
Scuba Diving. Skung Engineering
DAVID RUSSAS Greenville. RI
Basketball. Racquetball Business
JIM RUSSELL Portsmouth. Rl
Music, Skung Computer Science
KEVIN RUSSELL Danbury. CT
Golf. Hockey Business
MELISSA SABEAN Natick. MA
Cheerleading, Dancing Education
CARL SABOURIN Cumberland. RI
Hockey, Skiing
GEORGE SAGGERSON Coventry, Rl
Animals, Baseball Animal Science
KAREN SAKKINEN Cumberland, RI
Animals, Reading Food Science
DENNIS SALISBURY Cranston. RI
Baseball, Football Accounting
CHRISTINE SALZANO Middlefield, CT
People, Softball Psychology
SETHA SAMNANG Providence, RI
Basketball, Guitar Engineering
VERONICA SAMOS Cranston, RI
Art. Astrology Liberal Arts
BRENDA SANTOS Bristol. RI
Animals. Choir Education
KEVIN SANTOS Pawtucket. RI
Computers. Football Engineering
DIANE SARTANOWICZ Cambridge. MA
Basketball, Softball Phys Ed,
ANNE SAVASTANO E Boothbay, ME
Art. Student Gov't Psychology
mp
?.|I]Q
MARIE SCELZA Newington, CT
Dancing. Racquetball Business
BETHANY SCHAARSCHMIDT Chepachet. Rl
Art, Camping Marine Biology
PHILIP SCHATZ E, Windsor. NJ
Art. Track Business
KARL SCHNEIDER Trumbull, CT
Hockey, Water Skiing Engineering
RONALD SCHNEIDER Plainview. NV
Baseball. People Business
KEITH SCHRECKE Armonk, NY
Football, Lacrosse Science
RACHEL SCHUSTER Millburn. NJ
Music. People Business
MARTHA SCOTT Chelmsford, MA
Skiing, Student Gov't, Business
SUSAN SCOTT Upper Montclair, NJ
Hockey, Racquetball Business
PAUL SECURO Bristol. RI
Animals. Guitar
EDWARD SEES Hasbrouck His , NJ
Football, Skiing Business
FLORENCE SEHL E. Greenwich, RI
Crafts, Languages Liberal Arts
MATTHEW SEITCHIK Wynnewood. PA
Basketball, Camping Business
LESLIE SENIOR Weston. MA
Lacrosse. Running Liberal Arts
KERRY SEPE Cranston, RI
Bicycling, Volleyball Business
KIM SEPE Cranston, RI
Art. Bicycling Fine Arts
JENNIFER SERPE Stratford, CT
Photography. Piano Education
MICHAEL SERVEDIO W. Willington. CT
Basketbdll. Lacrosse Liberal Arts
TIMOTHY SHAVER Manville. Rl
Publications, Yearbook Liberal Arts
JACQUELINE SHEA Stratford. CT
Horses. Science Archaeology
ERIN SHEALY Brewster. MA
Cheerleading Nursing
RUSSELL SHEEHAN Woonsocket, RI
Guitar, Racquetball Microbiology
ERIC SHEIKOWITZ Fort Lee, NJ
Computers. Skiing Business
CHRISTOPHER SHELDON Castleton, VT
Football, Hockey Business
COLLEEN SHERIDAN Warwick. Rl
Cheerleading. Dancing Business
JEANNE SHERLOCK Warren, RI
People. Racquetball Phys. Ed.
SHANNON SHIELDS Foxboro, MA
Dancing, Skiing Liberal Arts
SUSAN SHIELDS New Rochelle, NY
People, Skung Psychology
BOB SHINDELL
Guitar, Jazz
BARBARA SHIPLEY
Volleyball, Water Skiing
ROBIN SHURTLEFF
People, Soltball
MARYBETH SIDOTI
Art, People
ROBERT SILVA
Baseball. Bowling
HOWARD SILVERMAN
Basketball, Football
LISA SILVERMAN
Bowling, Music
LAURI SILVERSTEIN
Cheerleading, Yearbook
ANA SIMOES
Music. People
LISA SIMOES
Animals. Basketball
TARA SIMONETTI
Music. Politi
CARRI SINGER
DAVID SINGER
Hockey. Tennis
DIANE SIPP
Bicycling. Cheerleading
ANDREA SIRAVO
Art. Dancing
VIVIAN SKAHDAS
Basketball. Languages
JULIE SKALLER
Tennis, Water Skiing
DREE ANN SKELLY
Debating, Hunting
LORI SKRENSKY
People, Photography
ADAM SLATER
Dancing, People
ARNOUT SLOT
Skiing, Tennis
KELSEY SMITH
Dancing. Music
RICHARD SMITH
Computers. Hockey
SUSAN SMYTHE
Cheerleading, Student Gov't
JENNIFER SNOW
People. Travel
RAYMOND SNOW
Bowling. Computers
ELISE SOARES
Cheerleading, Dancing
ELLEN SOGOFSKY
Upper Montclair, NJ
Bangor. ME
Psychology
Warwick. RI
Computer Science
Somerset, MA
Humanities
Riverside, CT
Joumalism
LINDA SORENSEN
Racquetball. Skiing
GEORGE SORNBERGER
Baseball. Skiing
TRACY SORRELL
Animals, Horses
KRISTEN SOUCY
Bicycling, Cheerleading
JENNIE SOULIAS
Art, Crafts
TRACEY SOUTHARD
Camping, Skiing
LISA SOUZA
SUSAN SPRANGER
Animals. Hiking
SCOTT STADNICKI
Science. Wrestling
BETH STALEY
Cheerleading. People
JOCELYNE STARKEY
Animals. Ballet
AMY STEIN
Bowling, Choir
EDWARD STENOVITCH
Baseball, Computers
REBECCA STEWART
Lacrosse, Skiing
NICOLE STINSON
Animals. Photography
RICHARD STONE
Chess. Golf
BECKY STRAUSS
Music, Poetry
DERRICK STRAUSS
JOHN SULLIVAN
Bicycling, Music
ERIC SWEET
Music, Skiing
KRISTIN SWINDELL
Skiing. Tennis
TIMOTHY TAFT
Computers. Guilar
LISA TAMBURINI
Softball. Travel
DONNA TARTAGLIA
People, Photography
JUDITH TASSINARI
Skiing, Student Gov't,
Warwick. Rl
Business
Wanvick, Rl
Liberal Arts
Portsmouth, Rl
Nursing
Fairfield, CT
Business
E, Lyme, CT
Engineering
Cheshire, CT
Cumberland, RI
Engineering
Sudbury, MA
W. Warwick, RI
Computer Science
Norwalk, CT
Economics
Scarborough, NY
Business
Barrington. RI
Computer Science
Providence. RI
Psychology
Monroe, CT
Busin
RICHARD TATKOW Wayne. NJ
HE9IKIH ^iti ^mBicycling, Football Business ^^^H
CANDACE TAVEIRA Somerset. MA ^^1^^^H i^^^^i^^^H ^^^^i^^m ^^V^l
Art. Ballet Fine Arts ^^H9>fJ^^ H^^^B^^v^^H ^^^^^^^^m' ^^^^ ^
RAYMOND TAYLOR Durham, CT ^^B /^~^H B^^H ^^M ^^^^^ ^m% ^^Drama. Music Engineering ^^1 e^^tLiWf "Bfer- K^^SUZANNE TEIVEIRA Scituate. MA ^^^1 r^^^^MPeople, Skiing Psychology llJ IfcL P5i> wA1
TATIANA TERRANOVA Hillsdale. NJ 91 BtVDancing, Languages Liberal Arts l^^^l I^H^H^pi^^HAARON TETLOW
Baseball. Computers
Westerly. RI
Engineering H
MICHAEL TETREAULT Cranston. Rl m ^EEhfli l^c" i^H^k^^lBicycling. Skiing Engineering ^ |^3F^^p '-s^i^t^^HLISA THOMAS Cranston. RI 1 ^m/w . H
Bicycling, Travel Business
. ] F^', ' ^^H^B^^H f
DEBORAH THOMPSON
Film, Horses
STEVE THOMPSON
Basketball, Fishing
Colchester. CT
Psychology
Simsbury. CT
Business 1fptmrmJENNIFER TICE Rockville Centre. NY 1 r f ^W^^HGolf. Swimming Business ^^H| E> f ^^i^H IV^HDAVID TIKOIAN Smithfield, Rl ^^H tL.\ ^B^^^^l
Football, Running Engineering EA & iril ill
STEPHEN TKACS Coventry. Rl ^M i^^^m^^^^^^^1 ^HArt, Guitar Engineering ^^^^^^^^^H^^^HJl^fl^^^H
DEBRA TOBIN Trumbull, CT ^^H m^^^M ^^^^^^^^^H^^^^^^^^^H ^^^^^H
Animals. People Dietetics ^^V' ' I^^^H ^^^^^^^^^^^1 H^^E ^^^^^1 w^^
WADE TOMPKINS Carmel. NY ^^k ^^^^1 ^^^^IeS\^I P^^/ ^'i^^^H ^ (W
Football. Lacrosse Science ^^^ '^B^l ^^^^^L A> ''9
"
Ly^.^^^n ^kf
ANNE TORIELLI Coventry, Rl ^i ^|^^B*r ^ J?Tm^ XFilm. Reading
TODD TORINO
Fine Arts
Wallingford, CT m
Ll 9
^^F9ILacrosse, Skiing Liberal Arts ^Bii^H^^HKil ^^K|^l I
ERNIE TORRES E, Greenwich. RI ^^H^^ W^li^^^Hll ^^^^^H IArt. Baseball Business ^^^1L^ ^HT^^I^HP^^V1 ^^p^^^^l
CATHERINE TORRICE Cranston, Rl ^^H^ ^^^m^F" IW Jm 1Animals, Dancing Pre-Law ^^HW^ I
JAMES TORRIS Providence. Rl ^HHwm ^aWr ^^ h ^B^HBaseball. Guitar Journalism ^^^bfl k^^Sflr 1
K ?^ jg -j-^ahhLk
ROBERT TRACY Warwick. RI Bi ^^^^^^1MjmGolf. Hockey Business ^1 ^^^^H^^^^HI
NANNETTE TREMATO Jamestown. Rl ^F^^^^1 ^^^^H^^B^Hi ^^^^^H
An. Music Fine Arts ^m^ ^^M ^^^^^^H^^^^^^Hn
MICHAEL TROJAN E. Greenwich. RI B?.^M HPH^BS J P --^^1Piano. Skiing Engineering K<;^r I'v^HHlKfl^ ^^^^HMARYANNE TROMBLEY Warwick, Rl IlL K. v^^H^^^^^HI ^^^^^^1
LESLEY TROPPE
Political Science
Hamden. CT
1^<L iSI^I
^^ ^^^^*.mK!m^mmAnimals, Bicycling PreMed gm i*:' wMs^m^m^^^ j^BI
DON TROPPOLI N. Kingstown. Rl ^Hw^ Bj^IH^^B^H flM
Music. Skung Liberal Arts ^^1 r^-^ ir.^^l^HCH i ^EH
STEPHANIE TROY Stamford, CT '^^1 -:? V^^H^Bln^H^^11
People. Racquetball Business n VH t - ^ JH^DSHfi&<j^
LINDA TUCKER Norwalk, CT ^m Lr i ^^"^^HVi&^l1K^iAnimals. Science Science ^^^B ..^^^Bv^H ^^v^l^
V
1IHMiBn^r^^Wi
^fifff^
ELLYN TURNER
Music. Volleyball
AARON UDVARDY
Skiing, Surfing
TED USOWSKI
Football, People
JENNIFER USTAS
Cheerleading, Dancing
JOSE VALERIO
Basketball, Student Gov't
TRACE VANZINI
Dancing, Soccer
DEAN VENTRY
Camping. Fishing
LYNNE VESSIE
Bicycling, Running
ANTHONY VINACCO
Chess, Reading
JOHN VIOLA
Basketball, Horses
KAREN VIOLETTE
Choi
ERIC WAGNER
Swimming. Track
ROBERT WALLACE
Hockey, Tennis
KATHRYN WALSH
People, Travel
MICHAEL WARD
Lacrosse, Soccer
CHRISTINE WARDELL
Art, Skiing
BARBARA WARREN
Music. People
ELISA WARREN
Gymnastics, Softball
DEREK WASSEL
Football, Skiing
ROBIN WATERMAN
Skiing, Swimming
ESTHER WATSON
Crafts, Reading
JUDY WEAR
Music, Skiing
BRIAN WEAVER
KARIN WEBB
Sailing
MONDA WEBB
Basketball, Track
SUSAN WEINBERG
Skiing, Tennis
Bristol. RI
Liberal Arts
Riverside, CT
Business
Lincoln, RI
Psychology
Providence, Rl
Engineenng
Marlboro, MA
Cranston, RI
Liberal Arts
Somerset, MA
N. Kingstown. Rl
Rochester. NY
KAREN WEISS
Arf. Skiing
W, Hartford, CT
Fash, Merch
DAVID WEISSER
Racquetball, Student Gov't.
Dix Hills, NY
Business
RACHEL WESTLAKE
Animals, Horses
Belle Mead, NJ
Business
RICHARD WETHLY
Reading, Skiing
Guilford, CT
Science
DANIA WHITAKER
Drama, Film
Taunton. MA
Nat. Resources
KENNETH WHITE
Art, Gymnastics
MICHELE WHITE
Dancing, People
E. Providence, Rl
Agriculture
Huntington, NY
LARA WICKLEM
Hockey, Skiing
Cranford, NJ
Business
LAURA WILDERMAN
Dancing, Skiing
Middletown. CT
Fash. Merch,
SCOTT WILLARD
Computers. Racquetball
Ridgefield, CT
GREGORY WILLIAMS
Baseball, Skiing
KEVIN WILLIAMS
Golf. Music
Pawtucket. RI
Engineering
Cranston. RI
Engineering
SUSAN WILLIAMS
Music, People
Hopewell, NJ
Merchandising
NICHOLAS WILLIS
Camping, Scuba Diving
Hamilton, MA
Science
ROBERT WILSON
Baseball. Basketball
Newport. RI
History
ELEANOR WINFIELD
Animals. Horses
Warwick, Rl
Pre-Med
MICHELLE WINGFIELD
Hockey. Skiing
Avon, CT
Business
DAVID WINSLOW
Guitar, Music
Edgewood, Rl
Music
WILLIAM WINSLOW
Languages. Music
Cranston, RI
Education
KERRI WINTHROP
Cheerleading. Skiing
Smithfield, RI
Business
RENEE WOLIVER
Basketball, Student Gov't,
Freehold. NJ
Business
KRISTEN WOLTERS
Art. Basketball
HoUiston. MA
Speech Comm.
STEPHEN WOODARD
Hockey. Tennis
Midland Park, NJ
Business
CATHERINE WOODBURY
Dancing, Gymnastics
Warwick. RI
Education
DAWNE WOODBURY
Dancing. Gymnastics
Warwick, Rl
Science
KIMBERLY WOODCOCK
Basketball, Running
Pawtucket, RI
Education
SHERRY WOODS
Soltball, Swimming
Bloomfield, CT
Liberal Arts
LORI WOODWARD
Horses, Softball
Cranston, RI
Business
^'P
WBTm
ELIZABETH WORSDALE
People. Student Gov't.
Huntington, NY
Liberal Arts
ROBERT WRIGHT
People, Skiing
Coventry, RI
Business
STEVEN WRIGHT
Swimming. Track
Wakefield, RI
ELIZABETH WYBRANIEC
Bicycling, Horses
Somerset, NJ
Business
LU YANG
Choir. Guitar
Providence, RI
PreMed
STEVE YANKOCY
Bowling, Fishing
Fairfield, CT
Liberal Arts
SIMON YATES Greenwich, CT
AMY YAZMER
Music, Skiing
Huntington, CT
Education
ANDREY YU
People. Travel
Brighton, MA
Sociology
TIMOTHY YUETTNER
Baseball. Music
Warwick, RI
Med- Tech.
MICHAEL ZANNELLI
Guitar. Scuba Diving
Greenville. Rl
Science
MARY ZELAZNY
Art, Skiing
Summit. NJ
Journalism
LISA ZERBUS
People, Sports
Middletown, RI
Science
AMY ZIMMERMAN
Horses, Skiing
Woodcliff Lake, NJ
SCOTT ZITANO
Guitar, Music
Tiverton, RI
Business
LISA ZONFRILLO
Cheerleading, Jazz
W Greenwich, Rl
Liberal Arts
SOME OTHER NEW STUDENTS
ELLEN ABRAMS Rockville Centre. NY
People. Softball Phys. Ed.
EDWARD BRADLEY
Running. Softball
Brewster, NV
Joumalism
RON DANDENEAU
Animals, Guitar
Cranston, Rl
Nat. Resources
DAWN ACQUARULO
Animals, People
N, Haven, CT
Cons Affairs
HANS BRAICA
Skiing. Tennis
Cranston, Rl
Engineering
KELLY DEGNAG
Drama. Track
Narragansett, RI
Humanities
GEORGE AJAMI
Football, Math
Pawtucket, Rl
Education
KEITH BRENNAN
Fishing. People
W, Warwick. RI
Engineering
RICH DEL GIORNO
Football, Horses
Mendham, NJ
RAYMOND ALBANESE
Racquetball. Soccer
N Scituate, Rl
Business
CATHERINE BRIGGS
Cheerleading, Softball
Foster. Rl
Business
TERI DE ROBERTS
Poetry, Running
Huntington, NY
Political Science
VICKI ALDRICH
Tennis. Water Skiing
E, Haddam. CT
Business
GREGORY BURBELO
Bicycling, Fishing
Westerly. Rl
Economics
JENNIFER DEUTSCH
Drama. People
Fair Uwn, NJ
Psychology
CATHERINE ANDERSON Cohasset, MA
Gymnastics, People Nursing
JOSEPH BURCHFIELD
Computers, Football
N, Providence, RI
Business
DEBORAH DE YOUNG
Animals. Horses
Glastonbury, CT
Pre-Med
JUSTINE ANDERSON
Swimming, Tennis
Duxbury. MA
Science
JEAN BURDICK
Poetry, Travel
Warwick, Rl
Anthropology
ADAM DIAZ
Guitar. Swimming
Narra, RI
LISA ANDREA
Swimming, Tennis
Stamford, CT
Education
DANIEL BURGESS
Basketball, Fishing
Cranston, RI
Computer Science
CYNTHIA DION
Skiing. Softball
Salem. MA
Business
JOHN ANTAYA
Skiing, Wrestling
Ashaway, Rl
Business
MICHAEL CAHILL
Animals. Computers
Winchester. MA
Biology
JOHN DRING
Basketball. Skiing
Newport, Ri
History
LEONARD APHAM
Hockey
Cranston. RI
Engineering
KERRY CANNELLA
Drama, Music
Cranston. Rl
Pre-Med
DAPHNE DUNNING
Drama. Softball
W. Hartford, CT
Textile Mktg.
DAVID ARENA
Football, Skiing
Aurora. IL
Engineering
GINA CARDENTE
People, Volleyball
Cranston, Rl
Science
JENNIFER EDWARDS
Astrology, Softball
Simsbury, CT
Liberal Arts
MATTHEW ARPANO
Baseball, Basketball
Varmouthport, MA
Liberal Arts
DAVID CAREY
Bicycling. Racquetball
Pawtucket, Rl
Engineering
JEFFREY ERENBERG
Baseball. Basketball
Fairfield, CT
Psychology
GRETCHEN ASTON
Animals. Skiing
Jamestown. RI
Pre-Med
DEBORAH CARLISLE
Film, Reading
Portsmouth, Rl
Journalism
LAINA ERICKSON
Skiing. Swimming
Norwalk, CT
Marine Biology
SUSAN BARRETT
Animals. Computers
Cohasset. MA
Business
EUGENE CARPENTER
Photography. Scuba Diving
Providence. RI
Engineering
MARLENE ESHOO
Music. Photography
Kensington, CT
Fine Arts
SHAWN BAUTZ
People, Swimming
Milford. CT
Dent. Hygiene
JANEL CASTON
Music, Reading
Portsmouth. RI
Engineering
JENNIFER ESTRELLA
Choir. Dancing
Brattleboro, VT
JOHN BEIERMANN
Bicycling. Bowling
E, Greenwich, Rl
Engineering
NORMA CELICO
Animals, Art
Westerly. CT
Psychology
KELLY FARRELL
Music, People
Cumberland, Rl
Liberal Arts
JENNIFER BELLISLE
Camping. Photography
Saunderstown, RI
Advertising
ELISE CHAMPAGNE
Art, Cheerleading
W. Warwick. RI
Engineering
JANE FAUST
Skiing, Travel
Webster, NY
Engineering
JULIANA BENSON
Art, Horses
E. Greenwich. Rl
Joumalism
CHRIS CHAPMAN
Music. Surfing
Westerly, Rl
Fine Arts
SCOTT FEDER
Bowling. Golf
E, Windsor, NJ
Psychology
CHERYL BIEL
Music, People
Livingston. NJ
Business
ADELA CHAUVIN
Basketball. People
Barrington, Rl
Education
BARBARA FELL
Animals. Basketball
Foster. RI
PrcLaw
WENDY BLACKBURN
Photography, Skiing
Bradford, PA
Science
LISA CICILLINE
Art, Cheerleading
Greenville, RI
Liberal Arts
LAURIE FENTON
Skiing, Track
N, Kingstown, RI
Communications
KRISTEN BLASCHKE
Art. Bicycling
CuPerlino. CA
Fine Arts
MARGARET COE
Art, Horses
Trumbull, CT
Dent Hygiene
DAVID FERREIRA
Animals, Bowling
W, Warwick, RI
Business
AVA BOCZKO
Hockey. Languages
Scarsdale. NV
Liberal Arts
ROSEMARY COIA
Drama, Politics
Scituate. Rl
Business
MICHELLE FLEISCHER
Art. Music
Westport, CT
Psychology
JENNIFER BOGAN
Gymnastics, Running
Woonsocket, RI
Science
JOSEPH CONATY
Baseball, Basketball
Riverside, RI
Engineering
ANTONIO FORTES
Math, Running
Providence, Rl
Engineering
LISA BOLDUC
Cheerleading, Swimming
Pawtucket, Rl
Dent. Hygiene
COLLEEN CONROY
Bicycling, Running
Acton, MA
Nursing
RICHARD FRAZIER
Camping, Swimming
Westerly, Rl
Business
DIANE BOSHART
Basketball, Camping
Syracuse. NV JANET COTE
Art. Volleyball
Ellington, CT
Science
UNDA GALGANO
Drama, Horses
Old Brookville, NY
Animal Science
PAUL BOTELHO
Computers, Video Games
E. Providence, RI
Engineering
MICHAEL CRANMER
Football, Rugby
Riverside. CT
Psychology
CHRISTIAN GAMMELLA
Drama, Music
Johnston, RI
Fine Arts
LISA BOURESSA
Gymnastics, Swimming
Coventry. RI
Science
JOHN CURRAN
Skiing, Soccer
Skowhegan, ME
Pharmacy
CATHIE GAUVIN
Running. Volleyball
Warwick, RI
'
HART GOLDSMITH Mendon. NV K, KHOSROWSHAHI
Debating, Skiing
Narragansett, RI
Business
PAMELA MELONI
Bowling, Softball
Johnston, Rl
Business
ANTONI GOLLOTTO
Baseball, Basketball
Coventry. Rl
Engineering
JOANNE KLAESS Rockville Centre. NY
Dancing. Travel Liberal Arts
RICHARD MENZER Sharon. MA
Business
JOE GOMES
Basketball. Football
Pawtucket. Rl
Business
DALE KLEIN
Music, People
Spring Valley. NY
Liberal Arts
WENDY MILOT Hudson, MA
Skiing, Softball Marine Bio, -Oceanography
ROBERT GOSSELIN
Baseball. Football
Woonsocket, Rl
Business
LEIGH KLEIN
Basketball, Poetry
Yonkers, NY
Business
ANN MARIE MOAN
Art, Music
Cranston, Rl
Journalism
LISA GOYETTE
Camping, Sculpture
Woonsocket. Rl
Science
MICHELE KRIEGER
Animals. Tennis
Wyckoff, NJ
Pre-Vet,
MELANIE MORIN
Art, Crafts
W Warwick, Rf
Psychology
PATTY GRAHAM
Softball, Swimming
N. Providence. RI
Business
HOKYE
Animals, Baseball
Seoul. Korea
Engineering
LAURIE NAPOLITANO
Dancing, Skiing
Scarsdale, NY
Liberal Arts
JAMES GRANATO
Football. Goll
Little Silver, NJ
Liberal Arts
VICTORIA LANGLEY
Art. Music
Westerly, Rl MARY NAVE
Music, People
Avon, CT
Communications
KERRIE GRIEVE
Bicycling, Science
Pawtucket. RI
Humanities
PAUL LAVALLEE
Basketball. Fishing
Cumberland, RI LISA NIEDERSCHMIDT
Dancing. Horses
Wallingford, CT
Liberal Arts
TODD GRIMES
Baseball. Basketball
Carolina. Rl
Business
JULIE LEELERC
Dancing, People
Jamestown, RI
Business
DANIEL NUEY
Racquetball. Basketball
Providence, RI
Business
SUKIRTI GUPTA
People. Travel
E, Providence, Rl
Engineering
ANTONIO LEITE
Bicycling. Squash
E Providence. Rl
Engineering
PATTY O'HARA
Music, Swimming
Cranston, RI
Pre-Law
DEBORAH GUSTAFSON
Skiing, Softball
Warwick. Rl
Business
HOLLY LEMPKE
Debating, Drama
Bristol, CT
Pre-Law
KERRY O'NEAL
Music, People
Portland, CT
Pre-Med
KIEN HARRIS
Animals. Astrology
E. Providence. RI
Natural Resources
MICHAEL LEVESQUE
Art, Bicycling
Bristol. Rl
Business
DAVID PARNOFF
Baseball, Music
Orange, CT
Business
PATRICK HEALEY
Football, Math
Derby. CT GIANNA LIMONGIELLO
Ballet, Cheerleading
Revere. MA
Liberal Arts
JEFFREY PAVLOFF
Basketball, Bowling
Randolph, MA
Science
JEFFREY HEBERT
Baseball. Hockey
E. Greenwich. RI
Business
KAREN LITTMAN
Horses, Photography
Norwalk. CT
Business
THERESA PECKHAM
Baseball. Music
Portsmouth, Rl
Pre-Law
LAUREN HERMAN Wayne. NJ JENNIFER LUCAS
Animals. Art
Stamford. CT
Biology
DEBORAH PENDZUK
Running, Softball
Westfield, NJ
Psychology
JOSEPH HERMES
Racquetball. Tennis
Oradell. NJ
Business
KURT LUTES Charlestown, Rl ANTHONY PHELPS
Drama, Music
W Greenwich, RI
Pre-Law
JENNIFER HIGGINS
Bowling. Fishing
Cranston, Rl
Business
J. LYNCH Rockville Centre, NY
Hockey. Water Skiing Engineering
RALL PICH
Computers, Tennis
Providence, RI
Engineering
KATHLEEN HILLIARD
Animals. Travel
Norwood. MA
Business
GINA MACARUSO
Animals, Dancing
Cranston, RI
Science
MICHELLE PINCINCE
Dancing. Drama
Cumberland, Rl
Psychology
CURTIS HOLT
Scuba Diving, Tennis
N, Smithlield, RI
Marine Tech,
KRISTEN MAGNELLI
Piano. Running
Providence, RI
Computer Science
SARAH PINCKNEY
Drama. People
Redding, CT
Liberal Arts
KIL HONG
Skiing, Soccer
Songtan, Korea
Business
THOMAS MAHONEY
Lacrosse, Running
Providence. RI
Business
C. PLYMPTON
Baseball. Basketball
N. Kingstown, RI
Economics
VICTORIA HUDSON
Music, Badminton
Riverside. RI
Biology
THOMAS MAHONY
Astrology. Hiking
Warwick, RI
Business
ELENA POCCIA
Dancing. Skiing
Cranston, RI
Liberal Arts
JOHANNE HUNT
Swimming, Field Hockey
Raynham. MA
Business
FRANK MANETTA
Basketball. Football
Dix Hills, NY
Business
KEVIN POHL
Football. Lacrosse
Hamden, CT
Business
MICHAEL HUTCHINSON
Bicycling. Hockey
Manchester. CT
Business
LISA MARTIN
Photography. Racquetball
Portsmouth, Rl
Business
STEVEN POST
Baseball. Basketball
Wyckoff, NJ
Business
ANTHONY IMPAGLIAZZO Foster. RI
Publications, Volleyball Political Science
DANIELLE MATTON
Drama. Guitar
Warwick. RI PAULINE QUINTIN
Choir, Dancing
Chepachet, Rl
MIRIAM INGER
Dancing, Travel
Short Hills, NJ
Psychology
TIMOTHY MC CARTHY
Baseball. Soccer
N, Kingstown, RI
Business
REBECCA RAFAELIAN
Cheerleading, Running
Cranston. Rl
Liberal Arts
DEBRA JARRETT N Kingstown. Rl JULIE MC GAIR
Languages. People
Wakefield. Rl
Liberal Arts
MARIO REBELLO
Basketball, People
Providence, RI
Business
ELIZABETH JOHNSTON
Reading. Skiing
Milford. CT
Anthropology
KAREN MC KENNA
Skiing. Swimming
Framingham. MA
Nursing
J. RECHTSCHAFFER
Skiing. Sailing
Croton-on-Hud., NY
ELAINE KELLY
Basketball. Computers
Long Valley, NJ
Business
THOMAS MC LAUGHLIN
Skiing. Swimming
Toledo. OH
Engineering
MICHAEL REILLY
Golf. Soccer
Warwick, RI
Business
STEVEN KEMPSKI
Soccer. Track
W, Warwick, Rl
Business
DAVID MC NAMARA
Skiing. Soccer
West Isllp, NY
Engineering
KERRY REITMAN
Music, Weight Lifting
Bloomfield, CT
Liberal Arts
SUSAN REYNOLDS
People. Reading
Coventry, Rl
Education
JEFFREY SILVIA
Baseball. Basketball
Middletown. RI
Business
MEGGAN TOWELL
Yearbook
FRANK RICCARDI
Fishing, Skiing
N Providence. Rl
Engineering
ANDREW SMITH
Bicycling, People
Narragansett, Rl MICHELLE TOWER
Hiking. Skiing
PAULA RISCH Kingston. Rl
PreMed
ERIC SMITH
Hunting, Animals
Peace Dale. Rl
Education
MARK TROTTIER
Goll, Skiing
TONY ROBINSON
Opera, The Beach
Newport, Rl
Pre-Dent,
JOEL SMITH
Skiing, Wrestling
E, Greenwich. Rl
Accounting
LONG TRUONG
Math. Soccer
MICHELE RODRIGUES
Animals, Art
Stoughton. MA
Liberal Arts
BRIAN SNYDER
Baseball. Guitar
New Providence, NJ
Business
DEAN VESCERA
Baseball, Hockey
DIANA-LYNN ROSATI
Cheerleading, Dancing
Warwick. Rl
Nursing
CAROL SPICKLER
Ballet, Cheerleading
Stoughton, MA
Business
KIMBERLEY WARBl
Soccer, Vearbook
SUSAN ROSS
Skiing, Swimming
Warren, Rl
Dent, Hygiene
LINDA SPIRITO
Gymnastics, Swimming
Narragansett. RI
Education
MICHAEL WARNER
Baseball, Camping
BJORN ROSSBY
Music. Piano
Saunderstown, RI
Engineering
PAULA SPIRITO
Dancing. Racquetball
Providence. Rl
Business
SABRA WEIGOLD
Art, Astrology
ALAN RUBIN
Basketball. Golf
Hazlet, NJ
Business
KAREN STACKOW
Horses, Travel
Wakefield, Rl
Psychology
PATRICIA WERNER
Drama, Languages
KIMBERLY RYAN Norwood. MA VALDIS STIEBRIS
Skiing, Soccer
Colonia, NJ
Science
HILLARI WHITE
Dancing. People
FRANCINE SALAMY
Art. Dancing
N, Kingstown, RI
Studio Art
CLAUDINE ST, LAURENT Tiverton, Rl
Piano. Scuba Diving Engineering
ALISON WILLIAMS
MICHAEL SAMS
Baseball. Football
N. Kingstown, Ri
Political Science
ERIC STOLLS
Camping, Music
Jericho, NY
Engineering
ROBIN WILLIAMS
Art. Volleyball
BRIAN SAUMSIEGLE
Golf, Reading
Topsfield. MA
Business
SCOTT SULLIVAN
Bicycling, Reading
Shrewsbury. MA BRIAN WINTER
Basketball. Football
BERNADETTE SAUARESE Hamden, CT LINDA SWIDER
Dancing, Math
Providence, RI
Business
JESSICA WOLKE
Art. Drama
MONIQUE SAVARIA
Ballet. Cheerleading
Woonsocket, Rl
Business
ANNE TAYLOR
Art, Publications
Winston-Salem. NC
Journalism
KEVIN WOOD
Choir, Music
GIOVANNI SCHIAPPA
Baseball, Basketball
Cranston. Rl
Business
KATHY TEWEY
Choir, Soflball
Glen Burnie. MD
Business
RICHARD ZELAND
Fishing, Horses
JESSICA SEIGEL
Photography, Travel
Peace Dale. Rl
Fine Arts
SAMUEL TOLAND
Basketball. Fishing
Middlelown, RI
WILLIAM SHAPIRO
Drama, People
Wesrfield. NJ
Psychology
KEVIN TOOLIN
Swimming
Greenville, RI
Biology
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